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The Earth and Space Science Partnership Astronomy Research Team 
has published a “learning progression” in Solar System astronomy.

★ Built on student interviews over 
several years across multiple 
grade levels 

★ One major finding:  even students 
with strong content understanding 
knew little about how astronomers 
came to know about the objects 
in the Solar System 

★ New focus:  how does instruction 
focused on practices in astronomy 
assist students in learning those 
practices and astronomy content?



The New Horizons Mission to Pluto has been a major success, and 
allows you to leverage new images to focus on astronomy practices.

★ Prior to New Horizons, these 
were our best images of Pluto 
(and Charon as seen on top) 

★ These are reconstructions of 
images taken by the Hubble 
Space Telescope 

★ This leads us into the main 
idea of this talk:  let’s quickly 
discuss how we investigate 
various objects in the Universe



How do we investigate these objects?

★ The Moon 

★ Pluto 

★ The stars



Almost every object we study comes from telescope 
observations at a distance — the exception is the Moon.

★ Astronauts on 
the Moon 

★ Solar System 
robotic orbiters 
and landers 

★ Ground-based 
telescopes 

★ Space-based 
telescopes



New Horizons Data:  Discuss what 
observations you make and what we 
might measure.















With observations from the instruments on New Horizon 
we can infer many properties of Pluto.

★ Compositional differences 

★ Surface activity 

★ Presence of an atmosphere 

★ Escape of atmosphere 

★ Transfer of material to Charon 

★ Orbits of moons 

★ …and more! 

★ So…  what is Pluto?  (hint:  not 
a planet!)



How would you group the objects in the Solar System 
based on their properties?

★ See “Planetary Properties:  A 
Systems Perspective” in Science 
Scope Summer 2014, p.68 

★ Activity designed to have students 
study the Solar System by looking 
for patterns in properties, not 
object by object 

★ If you do this, Pluto naturally 
belongs in the category with 
other large KBOs 

★ So, either they are all planets, or 
none of them are



From Emily Lakdawalla’s blog:  The round worlds in the 
Solar System < 10,000 km.

http://www.planetary.org/blogs/emily-lakdawalla/2015/11021406-all-the-round-worlds.html?referrer=https://t.co/DfcKoN5tt4



Recommended Resources:

★ The book:  “How I Killed Pluto and Why it Had it Coming” by 
Mike Brown 

★ Emily Lakdawalla’s blog & twitter 

★ Mike Brown’s twitter 

★ New Horizons site:  http://pluto.jhuapl.edu/index.php 

★ Astronomy Picture of the Day:  http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/
astropix.html 

★ PAESTA classroom:  http://www.paesta.psu.edu/classroom


